REPORT OF SHIPMENTS

Date: _____________________
Period: 8/1/20___ - _____20___

Handler: ________________________________________  City: _______________________________

We report cumulative prune shipments for current crop year for period noted above:

1. DOMESTIC BY USES:
   a. Dried prunes (Incl. Lbs. prunes in mixed fruit and canned whole prunes)  
   b. Juice and Concentrate  
   c. Pitting (Weight of whole prunes put into the pitting machines)  
   d. Other manufacturing  
   e. Government  
   f. Total – Domestic……………………………………………………………                0

2. PRUNE EXPORTS (Attached PMC 12.1A to show detail by region)
   a. Whole  
   b. Pitted  
   c. Total – Export………………………………………………………………                0

3. TOTAL INDUSTRY………………………………………………………….                0

4. INTER-HANDLER TRANSFERS (Detail on PMC 11.1A):
   a. Nat. Cond., receiving handler to inspect pack  
   b. Proc. Cond., receiving handler to inspect pack  
   c. Nat. Cond., inspected in our name we packed  
   d. Proc. Cond., inspected in our name we packed  

5. PRUNES NOT SUBJECT TO THE ORDER (See Over):
   a. Inventory, 7/31 + acquisition to period end  
   b. Less inventory at end of period  
   c. Non-Order prune disappearance during period  
   d. Above commingled in trade shipments (Ln 1&2)  
   e. Shipments of Non-Order prunes (6c minus d)……………………………  

6. SHIPMENTS BY TYPE OF PACK
   Whole Prunes
      Consumer Pack  
      Bulk Pack  
   Sub-total Whole 0

   Pitted Prunes (Shipped weight of pitted prunes)
      Consumer Pack  
      Bulk Pack  
   Sub-total Pitted 0
   Total Industry 0

By: _________________________
Title: _______________________

This report is required by law (7 U.S.C. 608(d), 7 CFR 993.72 and 7 CFR 993.172(d)). The data on this form will be summarized for the Committee to use in evaluating marketing policy and for the quarterly statistical report to all handlers.

FAILURE TO REPORT can result in a fine for each such violation and each day during which such violation continues shall be deemed a separate violation.

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. The valid OMB control number for this information collection is 0581-0178. The time required to complete this information collection is estimated to average 20 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Each handler is required to submit each quarter to the Prune Marketing Committee (Committee) a signed report of form PMC 12.1 showing his shipments of California prunes from the start of the current crop year through the end of the quarter for which the report is required. Shipments should be derived from shipping documents, such as shipping orders, manifests and bills of lading. In computing your SHIPMENTS for each period, be sure to exclude invoices for sale from a consignment warehouse or distribution center, and to include, in lieu thereof, prunes shipped to consignment locations or distribution centers as determined from shipping documents.

1. DOMESTIC, INCLUDING CANADA & GOVERNMENT -USES --Report the pounds of prunes shipped by you or for your account to the domestic trade for each use listed on this form. Be sure to include prunes which have been converted into a manufactured product on your own premises (such as prune juice and pitted prunes). DO NOT INCLUDE in this category: (a) prunes not subject to the Order (refer to 5e below and form PMC 11.1); (b) Inter-Handler Transfers or officially inspected packed prunes moving between handlers (refer to 5 below). The weight of the whole prunes shipped for each use should be reported. For example: "pitting" should be the weight of the prunes shipped to a trade customer for pitting, plus prunes entered into your own pitting equipment.

2. PRUNE EXPORTS
   1) Report the cumulative tonnage of prunes and pitted prunes shipped to each foreign region excluding Canada on Attachment PMC 12.1A.
   2) Enter name of region if not listed.
   3) Enter Total Regular Prunes on Line 2, PMC 12.1.

3. Total Industry -This is the sum of total domestic and total export shipments.

4. INTER-HANDLER TRANSFERS
   a. Natural condition prunes shipped to another handler either without outgoing inspection or with a memo inspection only.
   b. Processed condition prunes shipped to another handler either without outgoing inspection or with a memo inspection only, receiving handler to pack and obtain inspection.
   c. Natural condition prunes shipped to or for the account of another handler after final DFA outgoing P-5 inspection obtained by packing handler. Prunes were packed in consumer packs, sealed bulk fiber cases or export sacks by transferring handler.
   d. Processed prunes packed and inspected by transferring handler as in 4c.

5. PRUNES NOT SUBJECT TO THE ORDER
   a. Enter on line 5b your inventory of such prunes on hand at the beginning of the period reported upon, plus any acquired during the period.
   b. Enter on line 5b your Non-Order prune inventory at the close of business of the last day of the period reported upon.
   c. Deduct 5b from 5a and enter the difference on line 5c as shipments during the period.
   d. Deduct your entry on line 5c from 5c to determine the entry for line 5d, or, as an alternative method, total the weight of Non-Order prunes shown by your records as having been commingled with California prunes during the period reported upon and enter the sum on line 5d.
   e. Determine from your records the total weight of Non-Order prunes shipped as such during the period of the report and enter on line 5e.

6. TOTAL PRUNE SHIPMENTS (self-explanatory)

7. SHIPMENTS BY TYPE: OF PACK Whole Prunes -- Report the nominal net pounds of prunes shipped to the trade segregated by, for Consumer packs and Bulk packs. "Other" includes shipments of prunes (natural condition and processed) in bulk and other containers such as tin or glass, or in a different type container.

8. SHIPPED AS PITTED PRUNES --Report the nominal net weight of pitted prunes (Pits removed) shipped to the trade segregated by consumer and bulk pack. This is a separate figure not to be included elsewhere in this report.

In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual orientation, disability, age, marital status, family/parental status, income derived from a public assistance program, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity, in any program or activity conducted or funded by USDA (not all bases apply to all programs). Remedies and complaint filing deadlines vary by program or incident.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.) should contact the responsible Agency or USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made available in languages other than English. To file a program discrimination complaint, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, AD-3027, found online at http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html and at any USDA office or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by: (1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights 1400 Independence Avenue, SW Washington, D.C. 20250-9410; (2) fax: (202) 690-7442; or (3) email: program.intake@usda.gov. USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender.
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